English

Maths

To write to persuade (brochure for Colomendy)

To compare, round, add and subtract decimals.

To identify determiners within a sentence.

To find percentages of an amount.

To use conjunctions to express time, cause and place.

To measure and draw lines and angles.

To write an explanation text.

To investigate angles in different polygons.

To use figurative language.

To convert units of length, mass and time.

Curriculum Map
Summer Term 2022
Year 4

To distinguish between fact and opinion.
To use adverbials to suggest degrees of possibility.
To make predictions based on details both stated and implied.

Science
To recognise living things and
classify them.
To use classification keys.
To conduct surveys and observe
first hand, invertebrates in their
habitat.

Topic

I.C.T.

To develop a greater
understanding of how the British
Empire was established and the
effect it had on the lives of those
living in Africa, America, and
Southeast Asia.

To be able to create graphs using
Excel spreadsheets.

To know the importance of the
Bible to Christians.

To develop coding skills further
with Code Studio.

To know the Gospels are the
writings about Jesus and his life
and teachings.

To be able to recognise some of
the physical and Human
Geography features of Wales.

E- safety

R.E.

To know and understand the
meaning behind some of the
parables.

To know about some myths and
legends connected with Wales.

P.E.

DT/ Art

Ways to support your son at home:

To develop and extend
observational drawing skills.

Mathletics http://www.mathletics.com (Please complete only assigned
tasks)

To continue to develop
techniques in a range of track
and field athletics events,
including long/high jump.

To use measuring and cutting
skills in DT.

Using Times Tables Rockstars to practise individualized times tables.

To strike a moving ball in sports
such as tennis, rounders and
cricket
To develop fielding techniques in
cricket and rounders.

To explore Pop Art / AvantGarde – Claes Oldenburg.

To measure area and perimeter.
To find the volume of solid shapes, and to convert units of volume.

P.S.H.E

Trips and Visitors

Using Jigsaw:

Residential to Colomendy.

To understand relationships.

Wednesday 4th May to Friday 6th
May

To deal with love and loss.
To appreciate our memories.
To value our relationships with
animals.
Celebrate all relationships.

To develop both underarm and
overarm bowling techniques.

To explore Viking clay art.

To read coordinates and describe translations.

Ensure that your son is reading an appropriately challenging book for at
least 30 minutes per day – at this point in Year 4, this can now be done
independently.
Encourage him to ask for clarification on unfamiliar vocabulary he
encounters in his reading.
Organisation and responsibility – ensuring your son is packing his own bag
to include all of the things that he needs, including Games/P.E. kit,
homework and any special events.

French
To learn the verb ‘etre’ and use it
with personality vocabulary.

Music
To recognise and be able to play
from standard rhythmic notation.

To do a review of verbs avoir and
etre.

To be able to maintain a steady
pulse when playing as an
ensemble.

To complete a cultural French
film project – La Vie de Chat.

To be able to identify the main
features of Welsh folk music.
To be able to sing a traditional
Welsh folk song.

